
Once you have finished writing, take what you have written and go for a walk outside to

clear your head & take some matches with you (or do this inside with a fireproof bowl).

Find a safe patch of earth and burn the paper into the earth until the flame dies. Thank

all these things for being in your life, for no matter how negative they might have

seemed, they served a purpose. Then let them go. Take a shower or bath to cleanse

yourself and imagine all these things you are letting go of flowing down the drain. 

Diffuse essential oils & use crystals suitable for what you would like to manifest.

More grounded: cedarwood & smoky quartz. More love: rose/ylang ylang & rose quartz.

More confidence: bergamot & citrine. Not sure what you want: rosemary/lemon & quartz

or fluorite for clarity. More courage: ginger/fennel & aquamarine. More creativity:

geranium & carnelian. More abundance: orange & citrine. Or you can choose your oils &

crystals intuitively, ( i.e. any that make you feel good).

Meditate and/or write for 10 minutes (or as long as you like) about what you would like to

bring into your life in 2021. It is helpful if you divide your page into business/career,

relationships, money, health, education, etc.  

Once  you have finished writing, make these intentions into affirmations using present 

 tense, positive sentences and positive words. Write these affirmations down, illustrate

the pages if you want, stick them up on walls and repeat them regularly. 

New Year Ritual
Gather things for your ritual: something natural, a candle, paper & pen, fireproof bowl (if doing this

inside), crystals, essential oil- see below

Find a quiet space, light your candle & diffuse rosemary or sage essential oil. You can

also burn white sage or a palo santo stick, meditate and write a page or more about the

past year (don't worry about your writing, only you will see this). Free write about what in

this past year didn't go as you wanted. 
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